Unmanned Aircraft Systems - Initiative

Automated logistics maintenance management for unmanned aircraft systems. Improves operational flexibility, delivers faster queries, increases security.

QinetiQ North America’s Unmanned Aircraft Systems-Initiative (UAS-I) program is a fully integrated maintenance management system that provides UAS Commanders with near-real time, highly accurate readiness reporting. UAS-I is currently in operation with US Army Shadow, Hunter, Gray Eagle, CCAD and the OEMs. UAS-I is capable of supporting all aspects of maintenance and readiness, including managing and tracking other assets critical to UAS operations, such as all wheeled stock and support equipment. UAS-I fully supports RAMDATA, CAFRS, LOGSA and provides specialized reports to the PM-UAS office.

Fully supported and operated secure wireless using the CAISI V2/VSAT systems. When connected the database can remain in CONUS while operations are ongoing O-CONUS.
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